irreducible representations of q-algebras. These algebras and models are motivated by recurrence relations satis ed by q-hypergeometric functions. Here, we consider the irreducible representations of the Lie algebra m(2) of the group M(2) of plane motions. We replace the usual exponential function mapping from the Lie algebra to the Lie group by the q-exponential mappings E q and e q . In place of the usual matrix elements on the group (arising from an irreducible representation) which are expressible in terms of Bessel functions of integer order, we nd four types of matrix elements expressible in terms of the Jackson and the Hahn-Exton q-Bessel functions. These q-matrix elements do not satisfy group homomorphism properties, so they do not lead to addition theorems in the usual sense. However, they do satisfy orthogonality relations. (This was shown earlier by Koornwinder and Swarttouw 15] .) Furthermore, in analogy with true group representation theory we can show that each of the four families of matrix elements determines a two-variable model for irreducible representations of m (2) . By q-exponentiating these models we get q-analogs of addition theorems for Bessel functions.
In x3 we use the de nition of m(2) as a true quantum algebra and take the tensor product of two in nite dimensional unitary irreducible representations of this quantum algebra. The tensor product decomposes into a direct sum of irreducible representations (rather than a direct integral as in the q = 1 case) and the decomposition is nonunique. Focussing our attention on the two simplest decompositions of the in nite-parameter family of choices, we compute the corresponding ClebschGordan coe cients. Special cases of the unitarity relations for the CG coe cients are the q-Hankel orthogonality relations. Moreover, expressing the matrix elements of the \group" operators in the tensor product basis as a linear combination of the matrix elements in the basis adapted to the direct sum decomposition, via the CG coe cients, we obtain a generalization of Koelink's addition theorem for Hahn-Exton q-Bessel functions.
Our approach to the derivation and understanding of q-series identities is based on the study of q-algebras as q-analogs of Lie algebras Typeset by A M S-T E X 1 attempting to nd q-analogs of the theory relating Lie algebra and local Lie transformation groups. A similar approach has been adopted by . This is an alternative to the elegant papers [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] which are based primarily on the theory of quantum groups. The main justi cation of the \local" approach is that it is more general; it applies to more general families of special functions than does the quantum group approach.
The notation used for q-series in this paper follows that of Gasper and Rahman 6] . We wish to thank the referee for suggestions that considerably improved the exposition and accuracy of x2.
One of the authors (W. M.) has worked with Dick Askey and Frank Olver, in an editorial capacity and as a friend and colleague, for some 25 years and respectfully dedicates this paper to the two of them. T (E;E) n 0 n ( ; )f n 0 : (2.8) Here, 0 < q < 1 and ; 2 / C. Since E + = E ? we have T (e;e) n 0 n ( ; ) = < e q ( E + )e q ( E ? )f n ; f n 0 > = < f n ; e q ( E + )e q ( E ? )f n 0 > =T (e;e) nn 0 ( ; ); (2.9) (2.10)
T (e;E) n 0 n ( ; ) = T (E;e) nn 0 ( ; );
Furthermore, since e q (x)E q (?x) = 1, we have the identities (2.12)
n`( ; )T (E;E) n 0 (? ; ? ) = nn 0; j! j; j! j < 1 (2.13)
n`( ; )T (E;e) n 0 (? ; ? ) = nn 0; j! j; j! j < 1:
(Note that our operator derivations of these formulas and of many formulas to follow lead automatically to formal power series identities in the`group parameters'. These identities must then be examined case by case to determine when the series are convergent as analytic functions of the group parameters.) Using the model (2.3) to treat (2.8) as generating functions for the matrix elements and computing the coe cients of z n 0 in the resulting expressions we obtain the explicit results:
(2.14)
T (e;e) n 0 n ( ; ) = (q n?n 0 +1 ; q) 1 ( !) n?n 0 (q; q) 1 (2.16) T (E;e) n 0 n ( ; ) = T (e;E) nn 0 ( ; ); (2.17) T (E;E) n 0 n ( ; ) = (q n?n 0 +1 ; q) 1 ( !) n?n 0 (q; q) 1 q (n?n 0 )(n?n 0 ?1)=2 0 1 ? q n?n 0 +1 ; q; ! 2 q n?n 0 :
If 6 = 0 we can express these results in terms of the Jackson q-Bessel functions 6, page 25] Indeed, setting = ire i , = ire ?i , we see that in terms of the new complex coordinates r; e i ] we have T (e;e) n 0 n ( ; ) T (e;e) n 0 n r; e i ] = e i( 2 + )(n?n 0 ) (?r 2 ! 2 ; q) 1 J (2) n?n 0 (2r!; q) T (e;E) n 0 n r; e i ] = e i( 2 ? )(n 0 ?n) q (n 0 ?n)=2 J n 0 ?n (r!q ? 1 2 ; q) (2.20)
T (E;e) n 0 n r; e i ] = e i( 2 + )(n?n 0 ) q (n?n 0 )=2 J n?n 0(r!q ? 1 2 ; q) T (E;E) n 0 n r; e i ] = e i( 2 + )(n?n 0 ) q (n?n 0 ) 2 =2 J (2) n?n 0(2r!q ? 1 2 ; q):
(Note that J ?n (z; q) = (?1) n q n=2 J n (zq n=2 ; q), J (2) ?n (z; q) = (?1) n J (2) n (z; q) for integer n.)
The matrix elements T n 0 n ( ; ) themselves de ne models of the representations (!). We can see this directly from the commutation relations (2.1). It is a simple consequence of these relations and e q (x) = (x; q) ?1 1 , E q (x) = (?x; q) 1 where I is the identity operator and T g( ; ) = g( ; q) for a function g( ; ). Thus !T (e;e) n 0 ;n+1 ( ; ) = < e q ( E + )e q ( E ? )E + f n ; f n 0 > = 1 (I ? T )T (e;e) n 0 n ( ; ); (2. Furthermore, induction with respect to k+`yields H; ` k E k + E?] = (k?`) ` k E k + E? and this implies H; e q ( E + )e q ( E ? )] = ( @ ? @ )e q ( E + )e q ( E ? ); so (n 0 ? n)T (e;e) n 0 n ( ; ) =< e q ( E + )e q ( E ? )f n ; Hf n 0 > ? < e q ( E + )e q ( E ? )Hf n ; f n 0 > =< H; e q ( E + )e q ( E ? )]f n ; f n 0 >= ( @ ? @ )T (e;e) n 0 n ( ; ): Similarly, q`J`+ n (r; q)J`+ n 0(r; q) = nn 0 q ?n ; jrj < q ? 1 2 :
The identities (2.30a) can be further generalized by considering matrix element relations of the form is analytic in r at r = 0, is ( ; ) r; t] = t J (r!q ?1=2 ; q), unique up to multiplication by a constant. Here, = irt, = ir=t. (For = n an integer, the only solution analytic in r at r = 0 is n = t n J n (r!q ?1=2 ; q).) Thus if 0 ( ; ) is analytic in the variables R = r, S = rt at R = 0 then it must have an expansion of the form rather than e q ( Ê + ), to obtain new identities.
3. Tensor products. In addition to the standard de nition of the tensor product of two irreducible representations (! 1 ) and (! 2 ) of m(2) there is a de nition given by the nontrivial Hopf algebra structure in which the coproduct is 1, 4, 11]
The operators F , L satisfy the same commutation relations as the operators E , H: : In order to decompose the tensor product representation into irreducible representations it is sensible to require that the domain of de nition of the above operators should be adjusted so that on this domain F + is the adjoint of F ? and L, K = F + F ? are symmetric. Then we extend the domain to make K self-adjoint. Let us consider the restriction K k of K to the subspace of functions of the form f k z; t] = g k z]t k , so that Lf k = kf k . Then There is an in nite parameter family of self-adjoint operators associated with the symbol (3.7). We shall focus on those two of the self-adjoint operators (and their spectral resolutions) that are the simplest in structure. The rst corresponds to the orthonormal basis of eigenvectors (3.10) h (1) where k = n 1 + n 2 , b k = q (1+k)=2 ! 2 =! 1 and s k 0 is the smallest integer such that q s k b k < 1. (We assume that b k 6 = q n for any integer n.) Indeed the case s k = 0 of (3.17) follows from (3.15) and this result can be written as a complex contour integral. The case s k > 0 can be obtained from this result by shifting the contour. Similarly the Clebsch-Gordan coe cients for the tensor product corresponding to the spectral resolution (3.11) are de ned by f (2) pk z; t] = f (2) pk ( 1 ; 2 ) = 1 X n1;n2=?1 ! 1 ! 2 p n 1 n 2 k (2) f !1 n1 (e i 1 ) 2 q f !2 n2 (e i 2 ):
They satisfy orthogonality relations analogous to (3.16) and are given explicitly by (3.17) , where now b k = q (1?k)=2 ! 1 =! 2 and n 2 is replaced by ?n 1 . With respect to the tensor product basis ff !1 n1 f !2 n2 g the operator e q ( F + )E q ( F ? ) has matrix elements T m1m2;n1n2 ( ; ) = < e q ( (E + ))E q ( (E ? ))f !1 n1 f !2 n2 ; f !1 m1 f !2 m2 > =( ! 1 ) m1?n1 ( ! 2 ) m2?n2 (q m1?n1+1 ; q) 1 (q m2?n2+1 ; q) 1 (q; q) 2 ; j = 1; 2 must hold. Choosing j = 1 and taking the special case where q (1+m1+m2)=2 ! 2 =! 1 < 1 and q (1+n1+n2)=2 ! 2 =! 1 < 1 we obtain the identity (3.20) (?q) n J x?n (Sq ?y ; q 2 )J n (RSq n ; q 2 ) = 1 X k=?1 q 2k J k?n (Rq y ; q 2 )J x (Sq k?y ; q 2 )J k (Rq y+x ; q 2 ); valid for 0 < Rq y+x+1 < 1, 0 < Rq y+1 < 1, 0 S and n; x; y integers. The case S = q z of this formula for z an integer is the addition theorem for Hahn-Exton q-Bessel functions derived by Koelink using the theory of quantum groups, 10, 21] . For an analytic proof of Koelink's formula see 20] .
